Methodological Issues in the Diagnostic Work-up of Food Allergy: A Real Challenge
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Abstract

The standard of reporting in diagnostic studies has generally been low. Fortunately, this issue has begun to be addressed in recent years through the discussion of important methodological issues in educational series, textbooks, and checklists. Double-blind, placebo-controlled, oral food challenges (DBPCFC) are considered to be the gold standard for diagnosis of food allergy. However, there is no consensus regarding how to interpret the outcome and how to define positive and negative provocations in DBPCFC. Furthermore, since most theories on the diagnosis of food allergy rely on the assumption that the DBPCFC has a high accuracy, this accuracy must be formally statistically evaluated.

In this review, we discuss essential methodological issues for diagnostic accuracy studies in general and for oral food challenges in particular and discuss the importance of methodological issues as a guide for forthcoming studies of diagnostic procedures.
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Introduction

In order to give the best possible care, a correct diagnosis is fundamental. Naturally, a new diagnostic test must be carefully evaluated prior to its use in clinical practice. However, compared to the rigorous requirements before introducing a new drug there are no similar requirements for adopting a new diagnostic test. This is remarkable, since a diagnostic test in itself could be regarded as a kind of intervention. In the case of food allergy, diagnostic shortfalls could actually harm the patient by leading to implementation of unjustified elimination diets and treatments or by missing effective therapeutic diets. Furthermore, inaccurate diagnoses can generate unnecessary costs.

In clinical trials, methodological issues such as double-blind techniques, the use of controls, and randomization are well-established concepts, and comprehensive textbooks and guidelines have been available for a number of years. The corresponding theoretical development regarding evaluation of new diagnostic tests currently lags behind that of therapeutic studies, and consequently, the reporting of such studies is often of poor quality [1]. Encouragingly, since the early
1990s diagnostic theory has undergone a renaissance and methodological issues have been highlighted in a number of articles and educational series [2-5], as well as in textbooks [6-7]. Proposals have also been made for the development of frameworks [8-10] and a checklist for reporting studies of diagnostic accuracy [11]. Furthermore, since the theory regarding the development of clinical reference values partly overlaps with the theory of diagnostic accuracy, some good advice can also be found in guidelines [12-17]. In the declaration of Helsinki it is pointed out that “The primary purpose of medical research involving human subjects is to improve prophylactic, diagnostic and therapeutic procedures and the understanding of the aetiology and pathogenesis of disease” [18]. Naturally, it is important that a high scientific quality is maintained in the reporting of possible improvements in diagnostic procedures.

The double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge (DBPCFC) is regarded as the gold standard for diagnosis of food allergy. In 1988, the first manual on how to perform a DBPCFC was published [19] and since then the technique has been used in practice, refined, and improved [20-23]. A recently published position paper includes a summary of methodological issues and gives advice on how to perform DBPCFC [24].

When a new potential test is evaluated in a test accuracy study, the results from the new test are compared to the results from the reference test. It is worth mentioning that DBPCFC is used as the gold standard in 2 different situations: in the diagnostic work up of an individual patient [24] and as the reference test in studies where a new test is being evaluated. There are several potential pitfalls in the diagnostic work up for food allergy, [25]. Furthermore, the DBPCFC procedure includes risks and is time consuming for both the patient and physician. Therefore, it is desirable to further improve the diagnostic work-up of these patients and to determine whether the DBPCFC could be replaced by alternative tests in this situation [26-33]. In this article, we will focus on the evaluations of new potential tests to replace DBPCFC and discuss methodological issues in the context of food allergy, highlighting some of the most important issues for test accuracy studies.

**Settings: Selection Bias, Spectrum Effect, and Design**

When the discriminatory power of a new test is evaluated (in terms of sensitivity and specificity), a case–control study is a common design. In such a design, the choice of cases and controls is crucial. A selection bias may be introduced and the results found in the study may not be valid in clinical situations. For instance, if patients with proven food allergy are compared with truly healthy control subjects in a study, the diagnostic test may show good discriminatory power between these 2 distinct groups. When the test is applied in clinical practice on patients with suspected food-related symptoms, you may be faced with either true food allergy or with food aversion or subjective symptoms. Thus, when the test is used in clinical practice on groups of patients with less-evident differences, the discriminatory ability of the test may not be equally strong. We therefore recommend using a cohort design as the default option, where patients who are suspected to have food allergy are recruited and tested with the new test and the reference test independently [34]. To be able to compare different studies it is also important that inclusion and exclusion criteria are identical.

It is also quite well established that test accuracy in terms of sensitivity and specificity may vary between settings; this is commonly referred to as spectrum bias [35-40] or the spectrum effect [41]. Moreover, it must be taken into account that if the population consists of subpopulations with different characteristics possibly related to the test, the accuracy may also vary within a given setting [42]. There are several important potential differences between settings affecting diagnostic features of food allergy [24]. These include age, presence of concomitant disease such as atopic eczema, the criteria used for determining positive oral challenge (especially regarding subjective symptoms), the length of the observation period during oral challenges, whether or not the patient was on an elimination diet before challenge, patient compliance with diets, and whether or not an open challenge preceded the DBPCFC. Therefore, it is important to carefully describe the sample of patients and study conditions in order to facilitate comparisons between studies. Given the possibility of differences between subpopulations even within the same study population, it is recommended that possible differences in diagnostic accuracy be evaluated between such subpopulations.

**Standardization of Measurement and Interpretation**

The sources of variability in more objective measures such as skin prick test (SPT), specific serum immunoglobulin (Ig) E, or the atopy patch test are primarily biological variation between and within patients and analytical variation [43]. Analytical variation consists of both random variation and possible systematic variation. Possible sources of systematic variation include different laboratories, instruments, and observers. If the same observer uses the same instrument and measures the same specimen, repeated measurements will vary —ie, there will still be random variation. There may also be variation due to the way in which the collected specimen is handled before it enters the analytical process; this is referred to as the preanalytical variation.

For diagnostic purposes it is important to study the different sources of variability. A standardization of the measurement process to minimize the analytical variation is desirable since it increases the discriminatory power of the diagnostic test. It is rather common to assume that objective measures have high interobserver and intraobserver reliability. Since this is not self-evident, it should be investigated. For instance, a variable such as SPT has high variation both between and within individuals [44], whereas a variable such as body height in adults may vary between individuals but is constant within an individual. In the case of food allergy, one can use objective continuous variables such as specific serum IgE, but the presence or
absence of clinical reactions (e.g., urticaria or flushing) is usually required for diagnostic purposes. In this situation, a low within-patient variability means that the symptom should occur after each active provocation and be absent after a placebo provocation. If this is the case, an oral challenge procedure using 1 active and 1 placebo provocation is regarded as sufficient. In DBPCFC, the variability in preparation of the provocation meal is a source of preanalytical variability. The presence or absence of nonobservable (subjective) signs such as nausea, gastrointestinal pain, or burning of the tongue is more difficult to relate to the offending food. This can have 2 explanations: either the clinician cannot confirm the symptoms or the symptoms could also occur for other reasons.

There are also potential differences between observers regarding interpretation of subjective symptoms (even if it is observable), such as whether flushing is judged on equal terms and what happens if the patient also presents mild flushing on placebo. In the latter situation, for instance, does that mild flush constitute a threshold that must be significantly exceeded on active provocation or should the challenge be regarded as a failure or even negative? It is important to develop precise standards for the collection and interpretation of these “soft” measurements in order to achieve the highest reproducibility possible. This is necessary in order to judge whether the test is positive or negative, and it represents important information when different studies are compared. It has been demonstrated that a systematic approach to interpreting symptoms can give high interobserver reliability, even in cases with vague symptoms like gastrointestinal pain [45]. To confirm whether or not subjective reactions are associated with the food tested, several provocations must be used—for instance, 3 active and 3 placebo provocations. This is necessary since the proportion of positive placebo provocations may be as high as 35% [46].

Reference Tests

Since new diagnostic tests are compared with a reference test it is desirable that the reference test is 100% certain. However, such an error-free, true gold standard is uncommon. Thus, in most situations the reference test could actually be erroneous, meaning that we have to use an imperfect reference test and take this into account [47]. Naturally, it is desirable to use a reference test with the highest accuracy possible in order to make evaluations of a new test meaningful.

DBPCFC is regarded as the gold standard for diagnosis of food allergy. It is also used as a reference test in studies where a new test is investigated. Consequently, we cannot evaluate the reference test against the gold standard since these are one and the same. Furthermore, the accuracy of DBPCFC depends on how it is conducted and how the results are interpreted, as discussed above. Thus, for diagnosing food allergy, the test considered to be the gold standard is not evidence based and its accuracy is unknown. This is frustrating since estimates of the prevalence of allergy to different kinds of food depend upon the accuracy of the test. For instance, in a study of food allergy in adults with subjective symptoms, there were around 35% positive DBPCFCs [45]. Does this mean that the prevalence in those patients was 35%? Since a part of the positive tests may have been false positives, and since there could also be false negatives, we cannot tell. Is it possible that all positive tests are false—i.e., that food allergy with subjective symptoms does not even exist? Since a systematic approach was used to interpret the symptom scores in these DBPCFCs, it was possible to estimate that the risk of a false positive was lower than 20%, making it unlikely that all positives were false in that study. In this way it can be proven that adults can suffer from subjective symptoms caused by food.

Evaluations of new tests may also lack in validity. For instance, if a new test is investigated and it is shown to have a rather low agreement with the DBPCFC, it could still be a superior test if the disagreement between the 2 tests actually occurred in the patients where DBPCFC was incorrect. This problem may seem to be impossible to solve in the absence of a test to confirm the DBPCFC results, making the only possibility follow-up of patients to assess response to treatment and determine whether the effect of diet corresponds to the diagnosis. However, DBPCFC might actually be one of the few reference tests for which it is possible to make some accuracy calculations without knowing the true status of the patients. DBPCFC could be regarded as a cross-over study (or an n-1 trial) in a single patient, and this may allow some basic accuracy calculations to be made, as discussed in the next section. We strongly recommend performing such accuracy studies for different variables included in the DBPCFC. As discussed earlier, due to the risk and the fact that the DBPCFC is time consuming, several different attempts have been made to find new tests [30-37]. The question is whether these evaluations and conclusions are correct, since they are based on an imperfect reference test with an unknown accuracy. Much of the research into methods for the diagnosis of food allergy depends on the assumption that DBPCFC has a high accuracy. There have also been attempts to find adequate thresholds of existing tests that would make DBPCFC superfluous. Among these, decision points for predicting a positive oral food challenge have been established for specific serum IgE and SPT [29-33]. However, it has been shown that only a very limited number of patients exceed these thresholds for making DBPCFC superfluous. This is also valid, for combinations of tests, such as SPT and atopy patch test. Nevertheless, these results assume that DBPCFC is highly accurate, and under that assumption DBPCFC is for the moment the best available test.

Suggested Accuracy Calculations

The sensitivity of a diagnostic test is defined as the proportion of positive tests among individuals who actually have the target disorder. Similarly, the specificity is the proportion of negative tests among the individuals without the target disorder. There is, however, no consensus about how the results of DBPCFC should be interpreted in terms of when it should be considered positive or negative. In fact, there are a number of different possibilities, as discussed below. In the calculations given below, we assume that the results between different provocations are independent.
**Dichotomization Strategy**

The DBPCFC includes a comparison between 1 active provocation and 1 placebo provocation. Each provocation is considered as positive or negative and the overall DBPCFC is considered positive only if the active provocation was positive and the placebo provocation was negative. Sensitivity of a provocation is defined as the probability of receiving a positive active provocation given that the patient is truly food allergic. Specificity of a provocation is defined as the probability of receiving a negative result for a provocation (no matter if it is active or placebo), given that the patient is truly not food allergic. Given these definitions the probability of receiving a false-positive DBPCFC (ie, false positive on active provocation and negative on placebo provocation) is (1 - sensitivity) X specificity. In other words the specificity of a DBPCFC is 1 - (1 - specificity of a provocation) X specificity of a provocation). For instance, if the specificity of a provocation is 95% then the overall specificity of the DBPCFC is 1 - [(1 - 0.95) X 0.95] = 95.25%.

The overall sensitivity of DBPCFC is calculated as the probability of positive active provocation X probability of negative placebo provocation = sensitivity of a provocation X specificity of a provocation. The problem is that the sensitivity of a provocation is unknown (since we never know if a patient is truly food allergic or not). However if we assume that the sensitivity is, for instance, 90%, the overall sensitivity of the DBPCFC is 0.9 X 0.95 = 85.5%.

In summary, with the dichotomization strategy the accuracy of the DBPCFC is as follows:

- Specificity = 1 - (1 - specificity of a provocation) X specificity of a provocation
- Sensitivity = sensitivity of a provocation X specificity of a provocation

The specificity can be estimated by finding the specificity of a provocation through empirical observation of the proportion of negative placebo provocations. The sensitivity cannot be calculated without making assumptions. Naturally it is a good idea to first reach a consensus regarding when a provocation should be considered as positive or negative. For instance, whether a provocation including spirometry should be considered as positive or negative, it is possible to directly use the difference between the observations received on active and placebo provocation. For instance, imagine that we use a spirometry test and forced expiratory volume in 1 second as a variable and that a reduction of 15% is considered as a positive provocation. If the reduction after active provocation is 16% and after placebo 7%, the DBPCFC should be considered as positive if the dichotomization strategy is used. However, the difference strategy means that we should consider the difference (16% - 7% = 9%) instead. This is actually more statistically correct, since it is a more efficient use of figures. Note that the 2 approaches may reach different conclusions; if the reduction on active provocation is 16% but reaction on placebo is 14% the dichotomization strategy yields a positive DBPCFC while the difference approach implies a negative DBPCFC.

If the difference strategy is used, the specificity of a DBPCFC is defined as the probability of receiving a difference above the chosen threshold by chance. In other words, if we estimate the variability of reactions seen on placebo (eg, estimate the SD), we could also find the SD of differences between 2 placebo provocations calculated as SD X \(\sqrt{2}\). Furthermore, if the differences seem to be fairly Gaussian and if we choose a threshold equal to 1.64 X SD X \(\sqrt{2}\) we will receive a specificity of around 95%. Other specificities are found by changing the value 1.64.

This is just according to standard statistical theory for describing the distribution of a difference between 2 observations. To calculate the sensitivity of the DBPCFC we must assume the expected reaction; ie, the expected difference between active provocation and placebo, given that the patient is truly food allergic. This is also standard statistical theory analogous to a power calculation.

**Nonparametric Strategy**

If the reactions to food allergy are subjective the use of repeated provocations is recommended. In the Gothenburg center we apply 5 provocations when patients only present subjective symptoms. We randomly choose a sequence of provocations including 2 or 3 active and the corresponding 2 or 3 placebos. When the symptoms are subjective (ie, the variables used to characterize the reactions are qualitative data), it is reasonable to use nonparametric statistical analyses. In the Gothenburg centre, a DBPCFC is defined as positive if the mildest reactions seen on an active provocation are of a higher magnitude than the reactions seen on the worst placebo provocation. In a DBPCFC using 5 provocations this approach is analogous to a Mann–Whitney U test, that is, to rank all provocations and to see if all placebos are milder than all actives and, if that is the case, to regard the DBPCFC as positive. It is possible to show that this approach gives a specificity for the DBPCFC equal to 95%. The sensitivity of DBPCFC in this situation depends on the probability that an active provocation gives worse reactions than a placebo. For a given sensitivity and following the dichotomization strategy described above, it is possible to calculate the corresponding probability that an active provocation gives worse reactions than a placebo, as required to calculate the power of a Mann–Whitney U test. When we did this, we found that the nonparametric approach including 5 provocations had the same sensitivity as using 2 provocations with the dichotomization approach for objective symptoms. Thus, it is possible to study subjective symptoms with the same accuracy as objective symptoms, just by using repeated provocations.

The options discussed above are not exhaustively described.
in terms of statistical details. However, we hope that this could be a step towards formalization of how to interpret results, how to define positive and negative provocations, and DBPCFC in general. Furthermore, we hope that accuracy studies including statistical calculations of specificity and perhaps also scenarios regarding sensitivity will form part of future developments in the diagnosis of food allergy.

Other Important Methodological Issues

As a rigorous diagnostic study may be time consuming and expensive, it is quite common to evaluate several different new potential tests in the same study. This implies a classical statistical problem of multiplicity in which significant results can be obtained by chance when several analyses are performed. For instance, if a study includes 20 different new potential tests, 1 is expected to show significant discriminatory ability just by chance. Furthermore, it is common for the threshold level not to be stated in advance and this gives the investigator the opportunity to choose the most appropriate level adjusted for that specific observed data set. In such an approach, the diagnostic precision may be over optimistic [48–49]. In the case of clinical trials, the ICHE-9 guidelines recommend that studies be divided into exploratory and confirmatory [50]. We suggest the same categorization for diagnostic studies. In an exploratory study, several new tests could be evaluated and elaborations with threshold levels could be performed to optimize the diagnostic accuracy. However, such a study must be followed by a confirmatory study where the number of test variables is limited (preferably only 1) and where threshold levels are defined in advance.

In most situations, the diagnostic process is multivariate, and therefore, it is also reasonable to carry out multivariate diagnostic research; that is, to evaluate whether the test contributes additional information not obtained by physical examination, anamnesis, and other tests [14]. It is suggested that such research questions should be described as diagnostic research, while univariate evaluations of a single test should be described as test research [51–52].

In food allergy, the diagnostic work-up includes medical history, several different tests, and open challenges before the DBPCFC. When evaluating the DBPCFC or another new test, it is advisable to consider a multivariate assessment including adequate analysis, such as multivariate logistic regression.

Conclusions

We have presented an overview of several important methodological issues that we recommend be considered in forthcoming studies in order to ensure the highest validity and clinical usefulness possible. One of the most crucial issues in diagnostic accuracy studies is the choice of reference test. DBPCFC has been used as the reference in studies addressing the diagnosis of food allergy. Consequently, much of the scientific development in this area relies on a belief that the DBPCFC provides a definitive diagnosis. For instance, while a number of attempts have been made to find tests that are simpler to use in clinical practice, the tests have been shown to lack accuracy compared to the DBPCFC, assuming that the result of DBPCFC is definitive. However, this might not be true, since the tests being evaluated may have disagreed with DBPCFC in the cases where DBPCFC was in fact wrong. Naturally, this is a hypothetical discussion, but it clearly demonstrates the need for further evaluation of the accuracy of DBPCFC.

We also recommend that strong efforts should be made to improve standardization of DBPCFC in clinical practice, and especially how to interpret the outcome. It is a little bit surprising that existing guidelines do not include discussions of thresholds and how to define positive and negative provocations in DBPCFC. Finally, studies are warranted to evaluate the accuracy of controlled oral food challenges.
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